
Kubelka-Munk equations in vector-matrix forms and the 
solution for bidirectional vegetative canopy 
reflectance 
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The radiation from different directions can be specified by upward and downward radiation vectors, and the· 
interactions of the radiation with a leaf or with a vegetative canopy can be specified by matrices .. The Ku
belka-Munk equations, which are applicable only to a canopy with horizontal and Lambertian leaves, can 
then be.extended to describe the directional transfer.of radiation in a canopy with nonhorizontal, non-Lam
bertian leaves. In the extended Kubelka-Munk equations, variables are upward and downward radiation 
vectors, and the coefficients are matrices. The solutions are found from which the bidirectional vegetative 
c.anopy reflectance, including azimuthal variations, can be obtained. Simplified and approximate methods 
are presented for a canopy with leaves without azimuthal preference in order to reduce the execution time. 

I. Introduction 
The transfer of radiation through a turbid medium, 

such as the atmosphere or clouds, has been of interest 
for some time. Recent developments in remote sensing 
techniques require calculation of bidirectional reflec
tance patterns of various vegetative canopies. Although 
the integral equations of Chandrasekhar1 have. been 
established for more than thirty years, the semianalytic 
solution is possible only for the simplest phase functions 
such as that of Rayleigh scatter. For cases of Mie 
scatter, even numerical solution is difficult.2· 

The interaction of shortwave sun radiation with 
·vegetative canopies has an additional complexity be
cause the scattering elements are now mainly leaves, 
which are planar, so the bidirectional reflectance of a 
leaf depends not only on the angle between the incident 
and exitant directions but also on the orientation of the 
leaf. In the simplesfca.Se, all the leaves of a horizontally 
homogeneous canopy are assumed to be Lambertian 
scatterers and orientate horizontally, the directional 
distribution of radiation within and above the canopy 
is then a known function. The radiation transfer in 
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such a canopy can therefore be fully desc~ibed b~ 1jthe 
vertical variation of the total downward and l,lptVard 
radiation intensities. The Kubelka-Munkequ~tions3 
address this situation. · When two boundary· condi
tions-incident radiation above the canopy ~tid the 
reflectance of the underlying soil surface-are givdn, the 
Kubelka-Munk equations can be solved for profiles\ of 
the total downward and upward radiation intensities 
within the canopy, thus the reflectance of the canopy 
can also be obtained. . 1 

If a canopy consists of nonhorizontalleaves, ·ft is no 
longer a ·Lambertian reflector as a whole, eve~ though 
all the leaves are Lambertian scatterers.4 The, simple 
form of the Kubelka-Munk equations cannot be. ap
plied, because the directional reflection and trans~is
sion of the radiation have to be taken into account.' If 
azimuthal variations of the radiation are igndr~d and 
only the change of t);le radiation in zenith (or inclina
tion) is considered, the radiation from all directions in 
a hemisphere can be specified by the radiatiqn inten
sities from several discretized and contiguotls zones 
which span the whole hemisphere.4 Goudriaan~ further 
divided the whole canopy into several layers and derived 
·a set of equations for these unknown ·ppward and 
downwB;rd radiation components. . He·· solv~d these 
equations by iteration, . Cooper et al. 5 appl~ed the 
Adding method, developed by van de Hulst6 under 
vector-matrix notation, and solved the sam~?transfer 
problem without referring to the equations. 

· it was shown by Chen7 that in vector-mat:dxpotation 
the equations for radiation transfer derived by Gou
driaan4 can be written as difference equations in vec
tor-matrix forms. In this paper it is shown that these 
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difference equations can be derived directly under 
vector-matrix notation and transformed into differ
~e~ntial~· eqtiations;wwhich ware; inwfact, extended Ku-
belka-Munk equations (where the variables are down
ward and upward radiation vectors and the coefficients 
are matrices). These equations can then be solved· 
using standard matrix algebra methods. The direc
tional reflectance into different zones of a hemisphere 
can be directly obtained from the solutions. In this 
paper it is also shown that the equations and the solu
tions are also able to account for azimuthal variations, 
but although analytical solutions are ;;tvailable the res
olution in azimuth is restricted by the execution time. 
A special method is then developed to reduce the exe
cution time for leaf canopies without obvious azimuthal 
preference, which is the case for most crop canopies.s 
A few illustrative examples are presented to show the 
feasibility of the theory, while comparison of the results 
with experimenta:I data is left for future work. 

II. Vector-Matrix Representation of Radiation and Its 
Interaction with a Leaf or a Canopy 

For the transfer of radiation in a horizontally homo
geneous vegetative canopy, it is convenient to divide the 

. radiation into downward and upward components x and 
y from and into an upper hemisphere, respectively. 
The direction from a hemisphere is determined by two 
variables, inclination i (or zenith) and azimuth j, so that 
x andy are continuous functions of i and j. If a whole 
hemisphere is subdivided into several contiguous sectors 
each with a solid angle cos(i)wiWj, where Wi and Wj are, 
respectively, the inclination and azimuth widths of the 
sector, and if within each sector the radiance is assumed 
the same, x andy can be represented by tensors of order 
two (matrices). The bidirectional reflectance and 
transmittance of a leaf or a horizontally homogeneous 
canopy layer can be specified by tensors of order four. 7 

An illustration is given in Fig. 1. Two sectors, A and A' 
with solid angles cos(i)wiWj and cos(i')wi'Wj', respec
tively, are shown. The radiation flux densities from all 
sectors in the hemisphere constitute a downward ra
diation tensor. In Fig. 1 one component of the down
ward radiation tensor from the direction speCified by 
(i ,j) is incident on a horizontal leaf. ·The leaf reflects 
radiaton into all the sectors in the hemisphere, these 
reflected radiation components constitute ·an upward 
radiation tensor. In the figure one of these components 

· in the direction specified by (i' ,j') is shown. For these 
two fixed incident and exitant directions, the bidirec
tional reflectance of the leaf is denoted by r(i' ,j' ,i,j). 
These bidirectional reflectance coefficients for all dif
ferent values of i', j', i, and j constitute the reflectance 
tensor of the leaf, which is of order four.· ' 

If the azimuthal variation of the radiation is ignored, 
the sectors shown in Fig. 1 with the same inclinations 
can be combined into horizontal zones, and the radia
tion intensities from the relevant sectors can be summed 
up to form a total intensity of the zone, then the down
ward and upward radiation can be specified by vectors 
(tensors of order one), and the. bidirectional reflectance 
and transmittance by matr-ices (tensors of order two). 

Fig. 1. Vector-matrix representation of the radiation and its in
teraction with a horizontal leaf. 

, layer 1 T, R 

'Xj f Yj 

layer j T , R 

'Xj~l t y j+l 

·layer j+ 1 T, R 

layer n-1 T. R 

Fig. 2. Downward and upward radiation vectors at different layers. 
For meaning of the symbols see text. 

This situation will be examined first. The radiation 
flux densities' in this paper, following Goudri~a'n's 
usage,4 refer to those in a horizontal plane. 

Ill. Kubelka-Munk Equations in Vector-Matrix Forms 

Divide.a vegetative canopy into several layers, each 
having a leaf area index s. Denote the downward and 
upward radiation vectors above layer j by Xj and Yj, 
respectively (Fig. 2). As a downward radiation vector, 
say Xj, interacts·. with the layer j, both upward and 
downward radiation vectors are generated. If there ·are 
no other layers above and below the layer j, the gener'
ated downward radiation vector Xj+l is Txj and the 
upward one Yi isRxj, where T and Rare, respectively, 
the transmittance and reflectance matrices of the layer. 
If the leaf area index s of the layer is very small, the 
multiple scattering between the leaves within the layer 
can be ignored. The interception fractions of the ra
diation from different directions are determined by the 
projections of the total leaf area in the layer onto the 
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relevant directions and can be denoted by sM, where M 
is the interception matrix and is diagonal. The pene
tration fraction then is I - s M, where I is the identity 

~~matrix. ~ ~The radiationintercepted-by~the leaves will be 
scattered either backward or forward, and this inter
action can be specified by the backscattering matrix B 
and the forward scattering matrix F. The transmit
tance and reflectance matrices T and R can then be 
obtained as 

T=I-sM+sF, R =sB. (1) 

When there are other layers above and below the 
layer j, the radiation reflected by the layers j - 1 and 
j + 1 have to be taken into account. By referring to Fig. 
2, the following equations can be obt~ined: 

Xj+I = Txj + RYj+I, Yi :::; TYj+l + Rxj. (2) 

Substituting Eqs. (1) into ·Eqs. (2) and rearranging 
give 

. (10) 

where the matrices P and V can be obtained by using 
standard software. ~In terms of Eq. (10}, Q1Land Ql/2 ~ 
can be obtained as Qn = V(P2)nV-1 and Q1/2 = VPV-1. 
.A matrix exponential function of the independent 
variable l, exp(Q112l), can then be obtained as'. V 
exp(Pl)V-1. Because Pis a diagonal matrix, there is 
no difficulty in calculating exp(Pl). It can be verified ' 
by substitution that I 

Vt(l) = V exp(Pl)V-12c, 

are two solutions of Eq. (9). The general solution can 
be obtained as 

v(l) = Vexp(Pl)V-12c + V exp(-Pl)V-12d, (12) 

where c and d are two arbitrary vectors, and u can be 
found from Eqs. (8): 

u(l) = -(M- F- B)-1VPV-1[V exp(Pl)V-12c 

(Xj+I- Xj)/s = -(M- F)xj + BYj+l, - Vexp(-Pl)V-12d]. (13) 
(3) 

(Yj+t- Yj)/s = (M- F)Yj+I- Bxj. Since ypy-1 = (VP2V-1)(VP-1V-1) = (M - F -
Ass tends to zero, Eqs. (3) become differential equa-. B)(M- F + B)VP-1V-I, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as 
tions: 

dx/dl = -(M- F)x +By, dy/dl = -Bx + (M- F)y, 

(4) 

where lis the cumulative leaf area index reckoned from· 
the top of the canopy. The boundary conditions are 

x(O) = xo, y(lc) = Rsx(lc), (5) 

where lr: is the total leaf area index ofthe canopy, x0 is 
a known downward radiatiop. vector .on the top of the 
canopy, and Rs is the reflectance matrix of the soil 
surface. 

Compared with the Kubelka-Munk equations,9 · 

dx/dl = -(l-:- t)x + ry, dy/dl = -rx + (l- t)y, (6) 

where t and r are, respectively, the transmission and 
reflection coefficients of the leaves, it can be see!) that 
Eqs. (4) are an extended version of the Kubelka-Munk 
equations. The variables are now the downward and 
upward radiation vectors, and the coefficients are the 
interception matrix M, forward scattering matrix F, and 
backscattering matrix Bin place of the scalars l, t, and 
r, respectively. 

By introducing two new variables, 

u(l) = x(l) + y(l), 

Eqs. (4) can be written as 

du/dl = -(M- F + B)v, 

From Eqs. (8), 

v(l) = x(l) - y(l), (7) 

dv/dl = -(M- F- B)u. (8) 

d2vjdf2 = (M- F- B)(M- F + B)v = Qv. (9) 

To solveEq. (9) the matrix Q must first be trans-
. formed into a diagonal matrix (it is no longer necessary 
if using a more efficient method newly developed by van 
Rootselaar10). Computation shows that Q can be di
agonalized and is positive definite, so Q can b~ written 
as 
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u = -(M- F + B)VP""'1y-t[V exp(Pl)V-12c 
- V exp(-Pl)V-12d]. (14) 

This procedure removes an inversion operation, which 
is more time-consuming than multiplication, particu
larly when the matrices· are large. 

It follows from Eqs. (7), (12), and (14) that 
I 

x(l) = -RiE(l)Jc + E( -l)Jd, y(l) = - E(l)Jc + RiE( -l)Jd, / 

where 

,1(1'5) 

. 'I 
,. 

H = (M- F + B)Vp-1y-1- I, _ 
.l 

I 

J = (M- F + B)VP-1y-1 +I, ._ 

and E(l) is a matrix function of l defined as 
/ 

E(l) = (JV) exp(Pl)(JV)-1. . . ~ (17) 

The two constant vectors c and d can be detennin~1d by 
the boundary conditions [Eqs. (5)] as . \ 

c = -J-1(1 + CRi)-1Cx0, _ d = J-1[I- Ri{I + CR;)-1qJx~, 
. '' (18) 

w~ere the matrix C is defined as 
' l 

C = E(-lc)GE(-lc) with G = (RsRi- I)-1(R; ,- .R5 ). (19) 

Substituting Eqs. (18) into Eqs. (15) yields 
'J 

x(l) = [R;D(l) + A(-l)]xo, y(l) = [D(l) + RtA(~i)]xo, 
' (20) 

where r' t 

I'll 

D(l) = E(l)(I + CR;)-lC, A(-l) = E(-l)[I- R;(I + Cij'{;)-lC]. 

., 
' (21) 

The zonal transmittance matrix, T zon' and t'~e zonal 
refle~tance matrix, Rzon, of t~e 'Yho~e canopy can be 
obtamed from Eqs. (20) by substituting lc 10r zero, re-
spectively, for l: ·~. 

·'' 



Tzon = RiEUc)(I +GRi)-1,C + E(-lc)'{I- Ri(l + CRi)-lC], ~nd q = r, q' = t when cos(a) cos(a');:?:; 0; q = t, q' = r 
(f2) when cos(a) cos(a') < 0. · The notation of sin(i) and 

· - ·· cos(i) means that the sine and cosine f'll!l~liQ!!Sfor the 
Rzon = Ri + (I- Rr)(I + CRi)-lC. <23) angle interval i are calculated using a representative 

As lc tends to infinity, E( -lc) and then C tend to zero, ang1e, e.g., the value in the middle of the interval. 
so Rzon tends to Ri. Ri is thus the zonal reflectance Summing all the backscattering and forward scat-
matrix of a canopy with an infinite leaf area index. tering matrices of the leaves with different orientations, 

IV. Including Azim~;~thal Variations 

In the general case, if azimuthal variations of the ra
diations are also of int~rest,' radiation must be repre
sented by a tensor of order two. But the radiation 
tensor of order two can be represented by an extended 
vector, if all the components are arranged in one 
column: 

(24) 

where Xj (j = 1 tom) is the radiation vector for a fixed 
azimuth j, m is the total number of the intervals in the 
azimuth, and t denotes transposition. 

The forward scattering matrix F, for example, should 
also be extended to form the matrix F*: 

Fn F12 Flm 

F* = F21 F22 F2m (25) 

Fml Fm2 Fmm 

where F j'j (j i = 1 to m )is the forward scattering matrix 
for the incident radiation vector Xj ·and the exitant ra
diation vector Xj'. The upward radiation vector y and 
matrices I, M, and B should also be extended i:p. the 
same way. The Kubelka-Munk equations in vector
matrix forms [Eqs. (4)], the solution_s [Eqs. (20)], and 
the directional transmittance and reflectance of the 
whole canopy (Eqs. (22) and (23)] can then be used to 
determine the azimuthal variations. 

V. Calculation of Matrices M*, F*, and B* and the 
Normalization 

The coefficients in the generalized Kubelka-Munk 
equations (Eqs. ( 4)]., the matrices M, F, and B (or their 
extended forms M*, F*, and B*), must be determined. 
These basic matrices can be obtained from those of the 
single leaves and the leaf a_ngular distribution. The 
backscattering and forward scattering matrices of a 
horizontal layer containing only one Lambertian leaf 
v.-i~h inclination iL andazimuthjL can be determined 
as• 

Bi.(i' J',i,j) = s(qhr) cos(i')wi',wi'lcos(a') cos(a)j sin-1(i), 

' (26) 

Fj)i'J',i,j) = s(q'hr) cos(i')wi'wi'l cos(a') cos(a)j sin:-1(i),. 
' ,(27) 

Heres is the leaf area index, a is the angle between the 
incident radiation and the normal of the leaf, and a' is 
that for exitant radiation: 

cosra) = cos(i) cos(j) sin(id cosUd 

+ cos(i) sinU) sin(iL) siri(jL) + sin(i) cos(iL), (28) 

cos(a') = cos(i') cos(j') sin(iL) cos(jL) 

+ cos(i') sin(j') sin(iL} sin(jL) + sin(i') cos(iL), (29) 

weighted by angular distribution, yields the corre
sponding matrices B* and F*. The diagonal compo
nents of the interception matrix M* can be calculated 
as 

M*(iJ,i,j) = O(i,j)/sin(i), (30) 

where O(ij) is the projection of the leaves in a layer with 
a unit le.af area index onto the direction (i,j). 

Be<;at1;se of the discretization the \sum of all the coin
ponents ofF* and B* is usually not exactly equal to s (t 
+ r) multiplied by the incident radiation. . This means 
that the conservation of the radiation energy is violated. 
When the value oft + r is high, the multiple scattering 
between layers plays an important role. The noncon
servation of energy in matrices F* and B* will be greatly 

- amplified in the end results~ Thus the normalization 
procedure is not trivial, as noted by Goudriaan4• 

.Denote the sum of Ft and Bt as St. Now 

St(i' j',ij) = s[(t + r)hr] 
X cos(i')Wi•Wj'l cos(a') cos(a)lsin-1(i). (31) 

Consider the horizontal leaf fi!st. According to Eqs. 
'(28) and (29), cos(a) = sin(i) and cos(a') = sin(i') in this 
case, so Eq. (31) becomes ' 

St(i' j' ,iJ) = s[(t + r)hr] cos(i')wi'Wj' sin(i'). (32) 

The normalization condition requires that the sum of 
SL(i' J',ij), with respect to i' andj' over the whole upper 
hemisphere, be exactly equal to s(t + r). Aft~r 
summing SL(i' J'i,j) over the azimuth, this requirement 
becomes that ·of the sum of 2 sin(i') cos(i')wi' over all 
inclination intervals should be exactly equal to unity. 
This is true, however, only as Wi' tends to zero, when the 
summation becomes an integral of 2 sin(t) cos(t )dt from 
t = 0 to 1r/2. But if Wids replaced by sin(wi') (the dif-

. ference between them tends to zero as Wi' tends to zero), 
it can be proved that the normalization ·condition is 
fulfilled. In fact, the integral of 2 sin(t) cos(t)dt from 
the lower boundary b1 to the upper boundary b2 of the 

' .. interval Wi' is equal tO 2 sin[(bt + b2)/2] cos[(bt + b2)/2] 
sin(b2- b1). This expression can be writte;n as 2 sin(i') 
cos(i') sin(wi' ), if the middle point of the interval Wi' is 
used to calculate sin(i') and cos(i'). Since the sum of 
2 sin(i') cos(i') sin(wi') over all the intervals is the in
tegnil of 2 sin(t) cos(t )dt from t = 0 to 1r/2, which equals 
unity, the normalization condition will be fulfilled for 
a horizo11talleaf, if Wi' in Eqs. (26), and (27) is replaced 
by sin(wi' ). For an inclined leaf the normalization 
condition can be fulfilled by adjusting cos(a') according 
to the following equation: 

n m 
· (lhr) L L cos(i') sin(wdwrlcos(a')l = 1. (33) 

i'=l j'=l 

The value of cos(a') thus obtained is also used for 
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cos(a), which ensures the validity of the reciprocity 
relation.7 

VI. Techniques of ReducingExecutiollTime for a 
leaf eanopy~Without-A.zimuthal Preference -~-

As the basic matrices M*, F*, B* and the boundary 
condition R; have been determined, the bidirectional 
reflectance pattern of a canopy can be calculated by the 
analytical solution Eq. (23). It can be seen that mul
tiplication, inversion, and similarity transformation of 
matrices are involved. The execution time is approxi
mately proportional to the cube of the dimensions of the 
matrices. If each inclination interval is taken as 10°, 
the matrices involved in calculating zonal reflectance 
of the canopy have dimensions of 9 X 9. To account for 
the· azimuthal variations, if the azimuthal interval is also· 
taken as 10°, the relevant extended matrices will have 
dimensions of 324 X 324. The execution time for cal
culating the bidirectional reflectance pattern of the 
canopy will be prohibitively long even though the ana
lytical solution is available. It is desirable, therefore, 
to develop techniques to reduce the execution time. 
This is possible for a leaf canopy without obvious azi
muthal preference, as is the case for most crops.8 

For such a canopy, because of the azimuthal sym
metry the interception matrix M* is independent of the 
azimuth, and the azimuthal dependence of the back
scattering and forward scattering matrices F* and B* 
is related only to the difference between the azimuths 
of iTlcident and exitant directions. Therefore, among 
the component matrices of an extended matrix only m 
matrices are distinct. The matrix F* [Eq. (25)], e.g., has 

. only m distinct matrices Fi'i· Hence, Eq. (25) be
comes 

F1 F2 
F2 F1 

F* =·Fa F2 

Fm 
Fm-1 
Fm-2, 

Fm Fm-1 Fm-2 F1 

(34) 

where Fk (k = 1 tom) equals·Fii-i'I+I, so that k = i 
means that the azimuths of the incident and exitant 
directions are coincident. Moreover, if m is taken as 
an even number, and m/2 is denoted by m', oniy m' + 
1 matrices among the Fk are distinct, because F m'+l+k 

= F m'+l-k (k = 1 tom'- 1). Hence, the matrix F* can 
be represented as · 

F1 F2 Fm' Fm'+1 Fm' F2 

F* = Fm' Fm'-1 • · • F1 F2 Fa Fm'+l 
Fm'+1 Fm' . F2 F1 F2 Fm' 

F2 Fa ... Fm'+1 Fm' Fm'-1 ... F1 

(35) 

When the matrices F1 to F m'+l are known, the matrix 
F* is determined, so F1 to F m'+l are called elementary 
matrices ofF*. It can be proved that the product of two 

·such matrices A* and B*, C* retains the same property 
as A* and B *, and the elementary matrices of C*, Ck can 
be obtained directly from the elementary matrices of 
A* and B*, A! and Bj, by · · 
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Fig. 3. Scheme of positioning matrices A and B to find their product 
c. 

m' 
Ck = A1Bk + .L Aj(Bik-il+l + Bm'+1-lm'+2-k-il) 

r=2 

+ Am'+1Bm'+2-k· (36) 

The diagram shown in Fig. 3 is designed for m = 6 to 
derive Eq. (36). The elementary matrices of A* and B* 
are arranged counterclockwise along two circles as 
A1A2A3A4A3A2 and B1B2B3B4B3B2. The elementary 
matrices of the product Ck are the sum of the-products 
of Ak and Bk at the same positions in the circles. For 
C1, the A and B matrices have the same subscripts at the 
same positions. For C2 the A circle is fixed, while the 
B circle is turned clockwise one step; for C3, two steps 
and so on. It is clear that Eq. (36) greatly reduces 
storage as well as the .computing time. 

Unfortunately, no simple method is found to invert 
such matrices directly from their elementary matrices. 
But a method exists to reduce the dimension by a factor 
of 2. Inspecting Eq. (35) shows that the equivalent 
matrix F* contains only two different blocks P and Q 
as 

F* = I~ ~I ' (37) 

so that the inverse can be determiqed by 

(~*)-1 = I~ ~I . (38) 

where 

G = -P-1QS. (39) 

·For similarity transformation of matrix Q* to a di
agonal matrix, the same method can be applied. By 

. denoting Q* in the block form, 

Q~ ='A Bl, · B A (40) 

Q* can be rewritten as 

Q*=%1-~ ~.IIA~B .A:BII~ -~~ <41) 

Computation shows that A - B and A + B can b~ I 
transformed into diagonal matrices S and G: · 

A- B = vsv-1, A+ B = uau-1, (42) 

, Q* can thus be expressed as 

Q* =% 1-~ ~~~~ ~~~~=: -~=:1· ' <4,3) 

. I 

I 



layer 2 f.R 

\I I 
layer 3 T R 

layer 4 T. R 

·layer 5 t R 

~~9A,~:y.r},q~~ 
Fig. 4:. Components of the reflected and transmitted radiation 

vectors with different paths. 

The validity of Eq. (43) can be verified directly by 
multiplication. 

VII. Approximation Method 

Although techniques have been developed to reduce 
the execution time, the resolution in azimuth is still 
restricted. It has been shown 7 that the reflected and 
transmitted radiation vectors of a canopy are composed 
of an infinite number of component vectors. An illus
tration is shown· in'Fig. 4. A radiation vector dis inci
dent on the top of the canopy. The radiation vector a1 
is obtained by the interaction of d with layers 1 and 2: 
a1 =. TRTd, as shown in the figure. The radiation 
vectors a2 and a3 can be obtained similarly. An infinite 
number of the component radiation vectors such as a1, 

a2, and a3 constitute a reflected radiation vector from 
the top of the canopy. ·The transmitted radiation vector 
through the bottom of the canopy is similarly composed 
of an infinite humber of the component radiation vee- · 
tors such as b1, b~, and b3. It can be seen from Fig. 4 
that, for establishing either a reflected or a transmitte'd 
component radiation vector, there must be ·an odd 
number of reflections by the layers. For a leaf canopy 
v.ithout azimuthal preference, the backscattering and 
fonvard scattering matrices are composed of the ele'"' · 
mentary matrices as mentioned.above. The formula 
determining the product of two such matrices (Eq. (36)] 
ensures that the more the interaction of the radiation 
vector with the layers takes place, the more the varia
tions of the radiation intensity with azimuth will be 
smoothed. In fact, little variation is left after threefold 
interactions. For practical purposes, it is sufficient to 
consider only the single reflection from different layers 
to find the contribution to the azimuthal variation of the 
reflected radiation vectors. 

Consider an infinitesimal layer with leaf area index 
dl at depth l; Assume the azimuth of the incident ra
diation to be zero. The component reflectance matrix, 
dR *, formed by ·single reflection from the layer dl with 
no interaction with t~e other layers, can be calculated 
~ ' 

90. 

Fig. 5. Azimuthal variations of reflection radiance from a canopy 
with spherical inclination distribution (S) and with verti<;alleaves (V). 

The inclination for incident and exitant directions is 25°. 

dR*(i',j',i,O) = exp[-M(ii,i')l] 

X exp[-M(i,i)l]B*(i',j',i,O)dl, (44) 

where M is the elementary matrix of the interception 
matrix M*. The total contribution of all the layers can 
be obtained by integration: ' 

R*(i' J',i,O) = B*(i' J',i,O)(l- expi-[M(i',i') 

+ M(i,i)]lci)/[M(i',i') + M(i,i)]. (45) 

. Meanwhile, the total zonal reflectanc~ matrix Rzon 
. of the canopy can be easily calculated using the ana

lytical solution Eq. (24). The difference between 
Rzon(i',i) and the sum ofR*(i' j',i,O)(j' = 1 tom) can be 
considered evenly distributed over azimuth. The ele
mentary matrices of the reflectance matrix of the can
opy thus can be obtained: 

R~(i' j',i,O) = R*(i' j',i,O) + [Rzon(i',i) 

m . 
- L R*(i',j',i,O)]/m. (46) 

j'=l 

>. The t~m~smittance matrix of the canopy can be 
treated similarly, except that a directly transmitted part 
should be added: 

T*(i' J',i,O) = F*(i' J',i,O){exp{-M(i',i')lc] 

- exp[-.M(i,i)lc]I/.[M(i,i) - M(i',i')] 
+ di'i exp[-M(i,i)lc], (47) 

where di'i is equal to unity when i = i', and zero other
. wise. The transmittance matrix of the canopy is 

T~(i' J',i,O) = T*(i'j'j,O) + (Tzon(i',i) 

m . 
- L T*(i' j',i,O)]/m, (48) 

i'=l 

where T zon is the total zonal transmittance matrix. 
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VIII. ·Some Illustrative Results C. Superposition of Several Heterogeneous Layers 

-----It-is-not,the-pur-pese-ef-this-paper-to-calculate-and~~sometimes-tne scattering meilium cannofoerepre=--
_<iis__Q_ll§flihexefle_ctanceandtransmittance matrices for- ---sented-byonelayer with uniform·propertie~c For-ex-' - -----
various kinds of crop canopy, although the method de- ample, a mature rice or wheat crop canopy is better 
veloped is aimed primarily at practical applications. represented by two layers, one corresponding to the 

For total zonal reflectance and transmittance, the ears, and the other to the leaves. For remote sensing, 
results are almost exactly the sanie as those obtained by between the crop canopy and the sensors, there is a layer 
Goudriaan,4 while the execution time is greatly reduced of air, which also scatters radiation. This effect must 
("-'1 sec on the computer DEClO). The approximate be included if a more accurate result is demanded. The 
method is used to calculate the detailed azimuthal method developed in this paper can be readily adapted 
variations of the reflected radiance, as shown in Fig. 5. to these cases. The calculation should be started from 
The results are given for vertical leaves and for the the lowest layer, and the reflectance matrix of the 
leaves with a spherical inclination distribution. The underlying surface, the soil surface, say, is taken as the 
inclinations for incident and exitant directions are 25°. bound;;try condition. The solution of the reflectance 

· The azimuthal angle interval is 10°, so high resolution matrix of the lowest layer thus obtained can be em-
is ensured. The execution time is "'10 sec. The azi- ployed as the boundary condition for the second layer, 
m uthal variations shown ill Fig. 5 refer to~ canopy with and so on. 
t = r = 0.4. Because of the multiple scattering between 
the layers they are less variable than the results ob
tained by Ross11 for a mean leaf. 

IX. Discussion 

A. Non-Lambertian Scatterers 

That leaves are' Lambertian scatterers is an ov
ersimplified assumption. It is adopted in this paper 
merely for _convenience of explaining the method._ 
Under vector-matrix notation, it is no longer a restric
tion. The reflectance and transmittance matrices of a 
given leaf can be measured experimentally.12 The basic 
backscattering and forward scat~ering matrices of a 
~anopy can be calculated by the formulas given by 
Chen,7 and the rest of the procedure remains the 
same. 

B. Applicability to the Atmosphere and Clouds 

Although the differential equations and the methods 
to solve the equations in this paper are developed with 
special attention to crop canopies, it can be obviously 
applied to the radiation transfer through the atmo
sphere or through clouds. The only difference lies in 
the way of calculating the basic backscattering and 
forward scattering matrices. In this case, they can be 
calculated from the phase function of the constituent 
scattering substances, such as gas molecules, particles, 
or water droplets, and the knowledge of their size dis
tribution functions. The cumulative leaf area index, 
of course, should be replaced by the optical depth used 
conventionally. 
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